History of the Sochachewski family
The family name of our ancestors "Sochaczewski" indicates that they came from Sochaczew1 (in
Polish ski = from), a town 75 km west of Warsaw, Poland. There is indication of Jewish settlement
in Sochaczew from 1427, with evidence of an organized Jewish community in 1467. "By 1599 the
Jews of Sochaczew owned 20 houses, a synagogue, hospital, mikveh, and cemetery, and engaged in
commerce in livestock, leather, and wool, and in such crafts as tailoring and carpentry. A blood libel
in 1619 resulted in the death at the stake of one Jew. After the Jewish quarter burned down the
following year, the burghers opposed its reconstruction and the Jewish community temporarily
came to an end. In 1749 King Augustus III granted permission to certain Jewish merchants and
craftsmen from Warsaw to renew the settlement in Sochaczew. They established a tannery, a
distillery, and tailoring and shoe-making workshops, and traded in agricultural produce.. 2" Our
ancestors may very well have engaged in one of these trades. Their status is reflected in the fact that
a large residential building in the town of Sochaczew was named after the family, as noted in the
1910 death record of Sarah Hinda Cohen, (nee Sochaczewski) who lived in Pultusk3 (see fig. 3
below). We do not know when this building was built.

1. Map of Poland with the cities where the Sochachevsky family lived (Google Maps)
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Sochaczew 52°14’ 20°15’. 50 Km west of Warsaw
www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/sochaczew
Pultusk 52°43' 21°06'. 50 Km north of Warsaw
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Our known family history begins with Chaim Sochaczewski, who was born about 1755 and lived in
the town of Lowicz4. Conditions improved for the Jews all over Poland in the 16th and 17th century,
which historians call "the Golden Age of Polish Jewry”. We do not know if Chaim's family left
Sochaczew a few generations before he was born, or if they left after he was born. In 1793, with the
second division of Poland, Lowicz was part of Prussia, and the Prussian authorities demanded that
its subjects take family names. Evidently, Chaim selected the name Sochaczewski to commemorate
the town of his family. From 1815 until 1915 Lowicz belonged to Russian-controlled Congress
Poland5.
We know of one of Chaim's sons, Moshe Aharon, also known as "Rabbi Moshe of Lowicz," who
was born around 1778 in Lowicz and died in 1831 in the same town. We shall see below that Moshe
Aharon was very wealthy, served in a governmental position, and was exalted in the Torah. Around
1800, Chasidism arrived in Poland, and Moshe was not a Chasid. Among the Chasidim and the
Mitnagdim (all those who resisted the Chasidism) were harsh confrontations6, culminating in one
side informing the authorities about the other side acting against the regime that caused arrests.
Moshe Aharon had a number of children. We know of Jacob Kopil, Yehonatan (we are of his
descendants), Isaac Shlomo, Elka Bina, Ephraim Fishel, Meir Hirsch and Mira.
Although R’ Moshe Aharon Sochaczewski was not a Chasid, he had a special connection with
Rabbi Simcha Bunim Bonhardt (known also as Rabbi Rabbi Simcha Bunim) , the first Grand Rabbi
of Pshisucha7. as well as one of the key leaders of Chasidism in Poland. R' R’ Bunim had been
involved in commerce and had studied European languages, sciences and was a licensed
pharmacist. After his marriage to the daughter of a Chasid, he became a follower of the Chozeh
(Visionary) of Lublin, who had brought Chasidism to Poland.
Among the many disciples of R’ R’ Bunim were two who founded the two largest Chasidic groups
in Poland: Rabbi Yitzchak Meir Alter, the founder of the Ger Chasidim and author of the
commentary on the Talmud Chiddushei HaRim, and Rabbi Shraga Fajvel Danzyger of Grojec (we
are his descendants), founder of the Alexander Chasidic congregation. A son of Rabbi Shraga
Fajwel married the daughter of R’ R’ Bunim, and R’ Shraga Fajwel's daughter married R’
Jonas/Yehonatan Sochaczewski, head of the rabbinical court of Lowicz, and our ancestor.
The book Tiferet HaTzadikim8 includes a story on pages 56-57 about the special connection between
Rabbi Bunim and R’ Moshe Aharon Sochaczewski.
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Lowicz 52°07’ 19°56’. 75 Km west of Warsaw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congress_Poland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Misnagdim
Przysucha 51°22' 20°37', Poland
www.daat.ac.il/daat/vl/tohen.asp?id=441
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2. Tiferet Tzadikim by Shlomo Gabriel Rosenthal Pages 56-57
"A wonderful deed which was told by the holy genius, the man of God, Rabbi
Menachem Mendl9, a righteous and holy man of blessed memory, the Rabbi of
Katzek10, may his memory protect us. [it is recommended to look at the family tree
below while reading].
My [great] uncle, the great Chassid Rabbi Efraim Fishel [Nachman] Sochaczewski of
Pilov11, told how our elder (one of our ancestors) the governor, officer, sharp and
extraordinaryily learned in the Torah and God-fearing Rabbi Moshe Aharon
Sochaczewski, may those who remember him merit life in the next world, was a
Mitnaged [refused to accept the Chasidic way] and never walked in the ways of
Chasidism. Whenever our Rabbi, Rabbi R’ [Simcha] Bunim, may his memory protect
us, was in Lowicz his lodjing was only with our elder named above. Once our Rabbi
[Simcha Bunim] may the memory of the righteous be a blessing said: Rabbi Moshe,
how can I bless you? There is Torah and greatness in you. Only this is your blessing
that your sons will be Chasidim, and that your in-laws will be the greatest of Poland.
And so it happened that his son, my [great] uncle, the great and famous Chassidic
Rabbi, Rabbi Yehonatan Sochaczewski, memory of a righteous shall be for a blessing,
the head of the court of the Lowicz [Jewish] congregation, became the son-in-law of
the holy Genius Rabbi Shraga Feivel Danzyger, head of the court of the Gritza 12
congregation. And the son of Rabbi Yehonatan was the genius Chassidic Holy Rabbi
Yitzchak Aharon may the memory of the righteous be a blessing. And his second son,
Rabbi Chassid Rabbi Efraim Fishel, was the son-in-law of the holy rabbi, Rabbi
David of Tushevitz, a righteous and holy man of blessed memory. And sons of Rabbi
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menachem_Mendel_of_Kotzk
Kock 51°38' 22°27' 45 Km north of Lublin
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Efraim Fishel were Rabbi Moshe Chaim, may he be blessed with a good and long life,
is the director of his community in the city of Rivitz, and the second is the outstanding
Torah scholar Rabbi Leibli Sochaczewski may he be blessed with a good and long life
is one of the presidents in Jerusalem the holy city may it be built and established
quickly in our time Amen. And another daughter of our elder mentioned above R’
Rabbi Moshe, was the bride of the great Rabbi Meir Zilich, a righteous and holy man
of blessed memory the head of the court of the Lask13 congregation. And his forth
descendant is my elder [in this case - grandfather] Rabbi Chassid Rabbi Ya'akov
Koppel may the memory of Righteous be a blessing of Lewicz who was the son-in-law
of the gaon Rabbi Natan Platzker [of Plock14] may the memory of the righteous be a
blessing. And there are other sons, whom I did not know, and all of them went in the
ways of Chasidism."

The stories in the book were collected, copied, and brought to print by our relative Shlomo Gavriel
Rosenthal, grandson of Ya'akov Kopel Sochaczewski. The book was printed in Warsaw in 1909. The
author of the book heard the story from the brother of his grandfather, Rabbi Ephraim Fishel, who
had heard from the Rabbi of Kotzk. The Rabbi of Kotzk was a disciple of R’ R’ Simcha Bunim and
was a contemporary of Moshe Aharon Sochaczewski. It should be noted here that this story was
discovered by Rabbi Nafthali Aharon Vekstein, who helped the research of our family.
Note the superlatives with which R' R' Simcha Bunim describes our ancestor Rabbi Moshe Aharon
Sochaczewsky. Not only was he extremely learned and God-fearing, wealthy (we do not know the
source of his wealth) but he apparently was appointed by the Czar to stand as the head of the city's
Jewish population.
Indeed the blessing of R’ R’ Bunim came true, and all the sons and daughters of R’ Moshe Aharon
married with the greatest Jewish families of Poland. We are interested in our ancestor, Yehonatan
Sochaczevski ("the great and famous Chasid Rabbi Yehonatan Sochaczevski, memory of a righteous
shall be for a blessing, the head of the court of the Lowicz [Jewish] congregation”,) [born in 1811 in
Lowicz and died there on October 12, 1884]. He married a daughter of Rabbi Shraga Fajwel
Dancyger. Rabbi Shraga Fajwel and his son established the lineage of the Admo”rim15 of Alexander.
After his wife's death, the widower Yehonatan married his first wife's sister, a widowed daughter of
Rabbi Shraga Fajwel. Yehonatan Sochaczevski was the head of the Jewish legal court of the Lowicz
community, that is, the leading rabbi of the community. Family ties to Rabbi Shraga Fajwel
Dancyger is a great "yichus" and if one of our children becomes a Chasid, he can receive the best
match in the world of Chasidism. (The Dancyger family history was written separately.)
For streamlining the reading, here is a short part of the family tree:

13 Lask, Poland 51°35' 19°08'
14 Plock, Poland 52°33' 19°42'
15 ADMO”R – initials in Hebrew of: Our Lord, Teacher and Rabbi – used in general for a community leader of
Hasidim
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3. Dancyger and Sochaczewski family tree in the early 19th Century
There was a story in the family about our grandfather who married the Admo”r's daughter, and after
she passed away he married the second daughter of the Admo”r'. Everyone thought it was Herzel
Naftali Tchork. But during the study we discovered that Herzel's wives were from different families,
and they were not the daughters of any Admo”r'. When we continued to investigate, we discovered
that the story matched exactly Yehonatan Sochaczewski!. It is known that in the past when they said
"grandfather," they meant grandfather, great-grandfather, etc. It was customary to speak and write
so in books before the 20th century. For example, when the author of the book with the blessing
wrote "uncle," he meant his father's uncle.
Yehonatan Sochaczewski had 11 known sons and daughters - from his first wife, Chaya Sura
Dancyger (born 1811 in Grojek, died on October 5, 1848 in Lowicz), were born Yitzchak Aharon
(our g-g-g-grandfather, who is also mentioned in the story as "the holy genius Rabbi Yitzchak
Aharon may the memory of the righteous be a blessing"), Simcha Bunim, Brucha, Tuvia, Nechama,
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and Pesach. From his second wife Esther Dancyger (Born about 1822 and passed away in 1892, and
who was a widow when they married) were born Fajwel, Chava, Mordechai Yosef, Ruhama, and
Sarah. Please note that the first wife died at what would be considered today a young age, but
actually lived until the average life expectancy of the period - about 40 years. Yehonatan
Sochaczewski and his second wife lived 70 years, which was considered in the 19th century an
especially long life.
Yehuda Leib Sochaczevski, who is mentioned in the Tiferet Hazadikim: "the great Rabbi of the
Torah and Chasidism Rabbi Leible Sochaczewski may he merit a good and long life, one of the
leaders of Jerusalem". Yaakov Yehuda Leib passed away in 1916 and was buried in the Mount of
Olives, Jerusalem. His tomb is marked on the map of the Mount of Olives in a heritage tour of the
Tchorek family. In a synagogue built in Jerusalem by his wife there is an inscription that reveals his
full name: Yaakov Yehuda Leib. Detailed information can be found in the Chaim Sochaczewski
descendants list.
R’ Yehonatan’s eldest son, Yitzhak Aharon (born November 8, 1834 in Lubitsch, died in 1889 in
Piotrkow Trybunalski), is our ancestor. He married on 18/2/1850 Tamara Esther Plato/Platow (who
was born approximately in 1834 In Piotrkow Trybunalski):

4. Marriage registration of Yitzchak Aharon Sochachevsky with Tamara Esther Plato
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[Polish] Date of Document/Marriage: Piotrkow [Trybunalski] 6 [Russian] / 18 [General]
February 1850, married at 3 pm and registered at 6 pm. The Rebbe: Koby Edelstein,
assistant to the rabbi of Piotrkow district. The groom: Yitzchak [Aharon] Sochachevsky
Single at the age of 19, the son of Yona Sochachevsky, alive, and Channa [Chaya] Sarah,
died, lived in the city of Lodz in the district of Latchika. The bride: Miss Tamarella
Esther, 17 years old, daughter of Joseph Plato, alive, and Rivka, died [Piotrkow 1848
D77], lives here in Piotrkow. Witnesses: Daniel Vidgorovitch at the age of 50 and Moshe
Goldring, a brother of a hospital at the age of 51, resides [the witnesses resides?] In
Piotrkow. Posters were hung in Piotrkow's synagogue on .... And in the synagogue of
Lodz on ...
[Signatures] Itzik Aron Sochaczewski
Yona Sakhta?
Yosef Plattab
.......

Note: The bride's last name was written in the marriage record as "FLATO", but the father of the
bride signed in Hebrew letters "FLATAW". In the search for information about the family, the
couple’s children's birth records were found using the family's name "FLATOW". The two spellings
of the last name are phonetically different and using just one of the spelling would not have yielded
all records.
Note that the groom and his father and the father of the bride signed in Hebrew letters and spelling
of Yiddish:

5. "Itzik Aron Sochaczewski" "Yona Sachata?awsk" "Yosef Plattaw "
The writers wrote and signed with a feather pen and ink, or if they were especially rich in pen with
a steel nib. In both cases, the writer dips the nib or tip of the feather occasionally in ink. There was a
groove in the feather that held a small amount of ink until the ink was drawn to the paper.
Sometimes the record was smeared with a drop of ink from the feather, and sometimes there was
not enough ink and the text was pale.
The couple had children: Moshe Shraga Fajwel, Avraham Mordechai, Chaya Sura and Shlomo
Issaschar. The first son is listed in the municipal records in Poland by the name of Moshe alone, but
we shall call him Moshe Shraga Fajwel, as he was called on the gravestone of his son, YitzhakIsaac Aharon. The name is composed of the names of his two great-grandfathers. We know that at
least one of his grandfathers was alive when he was born. Another son known from Chassidic
literature is the famous genius Rabbi Shalom Baruch Socheczewski, one of the rabbis of Lodz,
about whom a study was written by Nafthali Aharon Vekstein, but no birth record was found for
him.
Those who made the early list of descendants of Chaim Sochaczewski were unaware of the
existence of Shalom Baruch and Shlomo Issaschar. Their birth may have never been registered with
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the authorities. Such people were called "Ne’elam" (“ ”נעלםdisappeared in Hebrew). Also possible
that the birth records were lost or has not yet been found.
We note here that sometimes there are records that are in the municipal registration office on births,
marriages and deaths, but due to the move from city to city it is sometimes difficult to follow
records for many decades. In addition, it appears that there was a great fire in city where Moshe
Shraga Fjwel lived after his marriage, Pultusk, that destroyed three quarters of the city in 1875. No
documents of birth, marriage, and death survived the fire. Appendix 3 is a short piece of the file
"Descendants of Chaim Sochachevsky" that contains a hard-collected family tree of the
Sochachevsky family in the records of many towns in Poland. In the file there are two Moshe Fjwel
who could be the father of our grandmother - the grandson of Yonatan Sochachevsky from the first
son of Yonatan's first wife - Yitzchak Aharon, and the son of Yonatan Sochachevsky from his
second wife. Since we found a record of Moshe Shraga Fjwel vote registration to the Duma (the
Russian House of Representatives) in 1907 and in the record the name of the father is written
"Aaron," it is clear that he is Jonathan's grandson. There is confirmation from the birth certificate of
our grandmother Mira Yocheved (May 1883), in which the age of the father is recorded as 30, and
therefore he was born at the beginning of 1853, which corresponds only to Moshe Shraga Fjwel son
of Yitzchak Aharon. According to the dates of the birth of the children, Moshe Shraga Fjwel was
married in the city of Pultusk shortly before the Great Fire, and therefore no documents of marriage
were found, nor were the documents of his wife, a daughter of the Gurman family, who lived in
Pultusk. All the documents of the Gurman family's history earlier then 1875 are gone. Appendix A
lists all the reasons for the identification of Moshe Shraga Fjwel with Moshe, son of Yitzchak
Aharon.
Moshe Shraga Fjwel was born on 2nd July, 1853 in Lubitsch:

6. The birth registration of Moshe Shraga Fjwel
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[Translator: Russian listing and difficult to read:] Recorded in the city of Luwicz
[Lewicz] on 23 June [Russian] / July 5 [General] at 4 pm [1853]. The father, Aharon
Sochaczewski, age 18, lives here. Witnesses: Yosef Megadal, a 65-year-old worker of the
synagogue and Levek Volkovich, a 43-year-old tailor. The boy was born on July 2 at 8 pm.
The mother is Tamara maiden named Platt/Plato/Platow 19 years old.

Moshe Shraga Fjwel married Feiga [Zipora] nee Gorman (apparently born in 1854 in Pultusk),
daughter of Bunim and Sarah. The couple lived in the city of Pultusk. We found several people in
Israel whose family name is Gurman and their origins from Pultusk. It turns out that in the early
19th century a wealthy widow named Chaya Gurman was living in Pultusk. She married her
daughters to scholars from all over Poland, and apparently demanded that they receive the Gurman
family name. More is hidden than overt here because of the great fire of Pultusk. There is much
more detail in the Gurman family history booklet. Known children - Sara Hinda (born 1875 but
registered in 1879 because the girl was ill), Chaya Tova (born in 1879). The first two names of the
first girls provides the name of the grandmother of Moshe Shraga Fjwel - Chaya Sarah - who died
in 1848. Rachel Leah was born in 1881 and died at the age of one year. Miriam Yocheved (our
grandmother, born in 1883, married Naftali Herzel Tchorek), Freida Gittel (born in 1888), Yitzchak
Aharon (born in 1893, named after his grandfather who passed away on 1889), Yechiel Ber (born
1897), and Yonatan Pinchas (born in 1900). There were other children for whom we could not find
any documents.
According to Hannele of Daphna, there was a daughter Leah's who was the youngest, lived in
Warsaw, married a man named David and had a daughter named Dvora. The second sister in her
youth was Chana, married to a man with the surname Kovetz, and she had three sons and three
daughters (a marriage record of Chana Tzivia Sochachevsky was found in 1906 in Pultusk, to a man
named Mendel Wold Kodish [Kadish] so the name Kovetz is miss-memory of Channa, or that the
name was Kovetz in Polish and Kodish in Yiddish). There was another sister whose name was
unknown, she died before the Holocaust and had a daughter who lived in the town of in Zerderdorf.
We know from the records of childbirth that Moshe Shraga Fjwel was a shop owner. In addition, it
was found that in 1907 Moshe Shraga Fjwel voted for the Duma (House of Representatives) of
Russia. Czarist Russia controlled a large part of Poland at the time, and the city of Pultusk was part
of Russia. On the ballot listing, Moshe Shraga Fjwel declared property of 4500 rubles, which was
apparently a great asset. A list of Jewish taxpayers from the town of Poltosk was found in 1911, in
which it was recorded that Moshe Sochachevsky was a landlord (i.e. very wealthy):

7. List of taxpayers in Poltosk - Moshe Shraga Fjwel Sochachevsky landlord (fourth row)
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According to the memorial book of the Pultusk community that was written after the Holocaust,
Moshe Shraga Fjwel was the owner of a soda water factory. At that time soda water production was
based on running a chemical process to produce carbon dioxide. There were several practical
processes that changed according to the period and the prices of chemicals. Anyone who did not
understand enough chemistry might explode along with the process container. The soda water had
to be produced in large copper containers, the bottles cleaned, filled, packed, and labeled. The
bottles at the beginning of the twentieth century were plugged by a glass marble that was inside the
bottle and plugged it from the inside. An image of this bottle is shown on the right below, the
marble in the neck of the bottle (the glass is compressed so that the marble will not fall down) and a
seal, probably leather, that fell to the bottom. They may have added sugar and color or fruit juice.
The city had five factories for soda water. And Fjwel Moshe was the owner of the second plant
mentioned in the list. It is interesting to note that Jacob Gorman's soda water factory is also
mentioned, apparently a family bond, partnership or competition. We also discovered that Elazar
Cohen, who married Moshe Fjwel's eldest daughter, was involved in the manufacture of soda water.
So there was a network of soda water factories with family connections.

8. Yizkor Book of the Pultusk Community, p. 70

9. Early 20th century soda bottle

It should be noted that Moshe Shraga Fjwel was a Rabbi, according to the inscription on the
gravestone of his daughter Mira Yocheved and his son Isaac Aharon, but he worked for a living as a
store owner and later as owner of a factory for soda water. Moshe Shraga Fjwel was also a scholar:
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10. Yizkor memorial book of the Pultusk community, page 315
This passage also says that he was the son-in-law of Shlomo Gurman (from the family of the
famous widow of Pultusk). But we know from the records at Yad Vashem and also from the
marriage record of the parents of Zippora Gurman that her father's name was Bunim (see the
Gurman family history booklet), so we assume that this was a mistake or that he was the son-in-law
of Simcha Bunim Gurman and the name was listed by mistake. There is much more detail in the
history of the Gurman family.
At a certain time the Rabbi of the town of Pultusk was a person named Uterman. The Rabbi of Tel
Aviv after the establishment of the state of Israel was Rabbi Unterman, apparently a son or
grandson. We know that our grandmother Mira Yocheved had a family relationship with the
Unterman family, and she visited them every time she was in Tel Aviv. According to Devorah
Tchorek-Shalem, Rabbi Unterman was a cousin of our grandmother. We are waiting to decipher the
records from Pultusk from the beginning of the 20th century - perhaps we will find the connection.
The wife and all the descendants of Moshe Shraga Fjwel, except for those who were otherwise
mentioned, perished in the Holocaust. Regarding his wife Feiga (Zipora), there is a page in Yad
Vashem telling us that she died in 1942 in the Warsaw Ghetto. Moshe Shraga Fjwel died before the
war. When we found the grave of his son Isaac Aharon in New York, we discovered that the
gravestone was inscribed with “son of Chasid Rabbi Moshe Shraga Fjwel, peace be upon him”,
meaning that he was not murdered. Recently came information from a person looking for
information about the Cohen family (bride of the sister of our grandmother, Sura Hinda
Sochachevsky) that a great-grandson of Moshe Shraga Fjwel was born in 1929 (the son of Malka
Deborah, the daughter of Sarah Hinda Sochtshevsky) and was named after Moshe Shraga Fjwel,
meaning Moshe Shraga Fajvel died at the latest in 1929.
In other words, Moshe Shraga Fjwel died at the earliest in 1911, when we found that he had paid
taxes in Pultusk, and the latest in 1929, before the g-grandson was named after him.
A few years after the previous paragraph was written, we contacted JRI-Poland.org, the
organization that has helped so much in the search, and we received from them the photograph of
the death record of Moshe Shraga Fjwel:
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11. Death record of Moshe Shraga Fajvel Sochaczewski
Date: March 28, 1924
Name: Sochaczewski Moszek Fejwiel
Age: 74
Father's name: Sochaczewski Icchok Aron
Mother's Name: Tema []תמרה
Spouse: Fejge [ ]ציפורהGorman
City of residence: Poltusk

No real translation yet, this data has been extracted from JRI-Poland.org data tables.
This listing is the complete information that shows our grandmother's father, Moshe Shraga Fajvel
Sukhaczewski of Poltusk, is the first son of Yitzchak Aharon and Tamarla Esther Sochaczewski!

From here onward, we will dedicate a chapter to each of the children of Moshe Shraga Fjwel and
Fajga and their descendants.
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Surah Hinda Sochczewski – Born 20 Augst 1875
In 2017, after DNA testing, it was discovered that family members we did not know about survived
the Holocaust. It turns out that there was a real closeness in the DNA of Herzl Laor (son of Channa
Tcorek-Liberman) to the DNA of Jacques (Jacob/Yaakov) Magen from Paris. After investigations
and clarification, the following picture emerged:
Surah Hinda Sochczewski, a daughter of Moshe Shraga Fjwel (probably the eldest), married
Avraham Cohen in the city of Poltosk in 1896. At the time that the DNA match was discovered,
Jacques Magen had already reached this marriage document in his family studies. The Cohen
family came to Pultusk after Abraham was born in a town called Falenty. Abraham was the son of
Yechiel Michel Cohen, the son of Rabbi Elazar Cohen, who was a Rabbi in Pultusk and other
towns, including Sochaczew, where he was buried in 1881-2. Surah Hinda and Avraham had three
children: Brendale Pearl was born in 1897, Elazar Aaron in 1899 and Malka Deborah in 1901. The
father Abraham died in 1902 and the mother Surah Hinda died in 1910. It is not clear what
happened to the children whose two parents died so young, they were probably taken car of by
family members. In any case Jacques Magen found marriage records of all three children.
Malka Dvora married in 1926 to Meir Shlomo Magnoshver. There were four children, and she died
in 1933 immediately after the birth of the fourth child Yitzchak. Meir Shlomo transferred Yitzchak
to the care of his grandparents in the nearby town of Roujan, and married a woman named Rivka,
who had two daughters. Yitzchak was 6 years old when World War II broke out, and after the war,
when he was 13, he wrote this:

12. From the web page of “Exodus”, which was the ship on which Isaac immigrated to Israel16

16 https://exodus1947forever.wixsite.com/magen
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“I stayed with my grandfather in Rozhan on the river Narew. The Polish forced us to move
to a small village by the name of Goworowo about 8 Km from Rozhan. On Friday night
the Germans entered Goworowo. We spent the whole night in the basement without sleep.
The next morning, at 5 AM, they started firing at the windows. The whole village was
occupied by Jews, and the Germans made everybody to come to the central square, stand
with hands up, and they did body search. Then they forced us into a synagogue, blocked
the doors and windows with logs and set fire to the synagogue and the whole village. All
the houses burned. They poured gasoline on the synagogue. We were all inside:
grandfather and grandmother’ my aunt and two children, and even my g-grandmother.
Any person who did not experience such thing can not imagine it. People took off their
clothing to heve fast ending. I also undressed. I was thinking that my clothing will be slow
to catch fire and I did not want it to last too long. The scrams were horrible. We were
squeezed and stepped on each other.
Suddenly, someone arrived on a motorcycle. Maybe an officer. He stopped and asked what
is all the fuss. They told him that Germans were killed, and all the people of the village,
maybe 1000 – must burn for that. The officer declared that there are new order for the
killing of all the children. As he said: “we have to kill all the Jews, but not in this way. We
need to kill them one by one.” They let us out of the synagogue while the whole village was
on fire. We crossed the village to a forest on the other side of the river Narew. It was very
cold. I had only the shirt when we got out of the synagogue.”

After the fire they fled to a city called Makov. Where his grandmother died and his grandfather
perished in Treblinka. His father, Meir Shlomo Mganoshver, was murdered in the city of Roujan
when it was taken by the German army. Meir's twin sister took responsibility for her brother's four
sons. At great risk, she moved from the German-occupied territory to the area occupied by the
Russians, returned and crossed again! She managed to transfer the four sons of her twin brother and
her family - her husband and two children - to an area occupied by the Russians. The Russians
transferred them to a Siberian settlement area (perhaps the autonomous Jewish area around the city
of Birobidzhan bordering China), where they apparently had to engage in agriculture to satisfy
Russia's food consumption during the war. Two of the four sons did not survive the difficulties, and
Isaac and Abraham remained. Abraham immigrated to Israel as an orphan with the "Tehran
children17" during the war – a group of mostly orphan children that ran east from Poland to Russia
and from there to Tehran, Iran and later to Palestine. After the war, Yitzchak returned with his aunt
to Poland, and from there immigrated to Palestine. After a while, Abraham did not adjust to the
climate in Israel due to health problems caused in Siberia, and moved to France. His son JacquesJacob performed the DNA test that reconnected our families. Unfortunately, Avraham and Yitzchak
had already died when the connection was made, but we were happy to meet their children.

17 https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/tehran-children
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Caya Tova – Born 27 July 1879
Chaya Tova, daughter of Moshe Shraga Fjwel, was about 12 and went with friends on the street.
Gentiles threw stones at them and she "received a stone in the heart." She was sent to the cousin
ADMO”R in order to recover. Probably, she was also sent to receive a good match in the Rebbe's
congrogation. At the ADMO”R home there was an "aunt" (probably a relative) named Vasla who
taught Chaya Tova German and prayer. Chaya Tovah married in 1902 with Rabbi Shmuel Dov
Issachar Gelferch (now spelled as Gelbard), the son of Rabbi Avraham Meir Gelferch and Chana
Feiga nee Danziger (apparently again connected to the Rabbi's family). Six children were born, the
eldest daughter who died young, apparently named Pnina Yenta, Chana Devorah (AKA “Channale
of Dafna” born in 1922, was the one who told the story of the gentiles who threw stones), Yitzchak
Aharon, Bluma, Yehiel Israel and Zisman. Yehiel Israel left the house and joined the "training" that is, the study of agriculture in preparation for immigration to a kibbutz in Israel - he married
fictitiously and the couple received a "certificate" – immigration visa to Palestine from the British
authorities. Note about the fictitious marriage: The British authorities restricted immigration to
Palestine and issued a limited number of immigration visas, but each visa was for a family, and a
family had one family passport and one visa. The fictitious couple immigrated to Israel in 1935 to
Kibbutz Ma'aleh Hahamisha, and after a while Yechiel Yisrael left the kibbutz and moved to
Netanya, where he married Dvora Tik, and the couple had children Shula and Tuvia. Channa Dwora
survived the Holocaust, married Yitzchak Fishman and immigrated to Israel. They were members of
Kibbutz Dafna. The name Fishman was changed to Hebrew name Ben-Nun on about 1960. Channa
Dvora wrote a book called "Back to There" about her wanderings in Europe from September 1939
until January 1943, when she arrived in Palestine. She was the first to exit the Warsaw ghetto and
arrive Palestine during the war, and many of her friends perished on the way. Channa Dwora told
that she fled from her religious home to join a group of young people who were in training for a
kibbutz in Poland, and the ultra-Orthodox family set “Shivah” after her as if she was dead. The war
broke out before her turn to immigrate to Israel, and Channa returned to help her family which was
transferred to the Warsaw ghetto. Being small and thin, she managed to cross the cracks in fences
and walls and in the sewers and find some food for the family. After about a year, at the kibbutz
command and with the encouragement of the family, she escaped from the ghetto and joined a small
group of friends who, through many difficulties, crossed several borders at night, through mountain
passes, with the aid of local guides hired for payment. The group succeeded after great hardships to
reach Hungary, where she and her future husband, who was also with the group of escapees, were
caught by the Hungarian authorities who were collaborating with the Nazis. All the Polish Jews who
were caught in Hungary were deported by trains directly to extermination camps in Poland. Channa
and her future husband were put on a train to Poland, but for some reason the train stopped at the
border and was returned, and all were put into a detention camp in Hungary. Channa Dwora
pretended to be a young girl (She was thin and low because of food shortages in the ghetto and
wandering) and with the aid of the local Jewish community was taken out of jail and placed on a
train of children who were allowed to leave for Israel during the war. The train arrived in Israel in
January 1943. When Channa arrived in Israel, she was the first to reach Israel from the Warsaw
Ghetto and was taken to the heads of the Jewish community in Israel to tell about the horrors of the
ghettos. Her husband, Yitzchak, was sent to a labor camp under terrible conditions. He succeeded in
surviving and was allowed to leave the camp and to board another train to Israel. They settled in
Kibbutz Dafna and had two children, Shmuel and Haim. They also adopted the son of a relative
who survived the Holocaust as a single mother and could not care for him.

Frida Gitle - Born 27 April 1882
There is no information about Frida Gitle.
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Miryam Yocheved – Born 23 April 1883
Another daughter of Moshe Shraga Fivel is our grandmother Miriam Yocheved. Her birth record
reads:

13. Birth registration of Miriam Yocheved Sochaczewsky
[Russian] was held in Plutsk on 19 [Russian] / 31 [General] in May 1883 at 9 am (Thursday,
24 Iyar 5883). Present [The father] Moshe Fajvel Sochaczewski, a shopkeeper resident of
Pultusk aged 30, and the witnesses Baruch Rosenblum, a shopkeeper at the age of 52, and
the teacher Avraham Cinamon at the age of 62, residents of the town of Pultusk, attesting to
the baby that was brought in, who was born here in Pultusk on the day of 11 [Russian] / 23
[General] of April this year at 7 pm, from the woman Feiga nee Gurman aged 28, and was
given the name Miriam Yocheved.

Interestingly, it is not registered that the father and mother are "married". It is possible that since
their marriage record was burned down in the big fire of the town, the writer would not register that
they were married. The dates 19/31 and 11/23 refer to the standard date and date in Russia
respectively, which are different. The date of birth according to the general dating system: 23 April
1883 at 7 pm.
Interesting side story: During the study, the birth certificate above was found, and at first it seemed
that it can not be of our grandmother. Until then we knew that our grandmother's name was
Yocheved. From the birth certificate it appears that her name is Miriam Yocheved. But there is a
granddaughter named Mira [short for Miriam], the daughter of Dvorah Tchorek-Shalem, who was
born at the time when Yocheved was alive! It is not possible as in Judaism it is not acceptable to
give a baby the name of his/her grandparents when they are still alive. But it turns out that when the
granddaughter Mira was born, her father wanted to name her Miriam after his mother Miriam who
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perished in the Holocaust. Deborah Tchorek-Shalem, mother of Mira, asked her mother for a
permission to call her daughter Miriam, and indeed she received the permission.
Miriam Yocheved joined her sister and grew up with her cousin, the ADMO”R. Miriam Yocheved
married Herzl Tchorek and was his second wife. She married the best student, Herzel Tchorek,
known as the "Hga'on Hagadol” [Great genius]. This was Herzel's second marriage, after marrying
the daughter of a family that was apparently very rich and who died. Below is a photograph of the
marriage registration in the town of Pultusk The bride and groom came to the bride's parents' city to
get married, as was customary at the time. According to the record, there was a prenuptial financial
agreement, apparently due to the extensive property the parties had. In the search for the financial
agreement in the notaries' records, it transpired that no records from that notary had survived.

14. Registration of the marriage of Hersz Tchorek and Miriam Yocheved
Took place in the city of Poltosk on the eighth of January 1907 at 12 o'clock presented the
Jewish rabbi of Pultusk region Abram Baram? in the presence of witnesses, the merchant
Baruch Rosenblum, 76 years old, and Yehoshua Leib Goldmacher, 43 years old, residents
of the town of Pultusk ... declared that before him on the fourth of January, at 12 PM, a
religious marriage pact was held between the merchant Hersz Tchorek, a widower aged
35 years, the son of Aharon Yosef and Esther nee Mizman, married couple Tchorek, who
was born in the town of Drobin, county of Plock, a resident of the city of Mlawa, and
Miriam Yocheved Sochaczewski, single 23 year old daughter of Moshe Fajvel and Feiga
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nee Gurman married couple Sochaczewski, born and lives in the city of Pultusk with her
parents. This marriage was preceded by three announcements that were published in the
Mlawa synagogue on 21 and 28 October and 4 September 1906 and at the Pultusk school
on 4 + 11 + 18 November. ...

The continuation of our family history is recorded in the history of the Tchorek family.

Yitzchak Aharon – Born 19 January 1893
Two of the sons of Moshe Shraga Fjwel, Yitzchak Aharon and Yechiel Ber lived in Lodz. Both were
married with children when the war broke out. We found records from the Lodz ghetto showing that
Yitzchak Aharon and Yechiel Ber were registered at No. 9 Hohenshteiner Street, Apartment 29.
Yitzchak Aharon survived the Holocaust alone and his wife and children perished. At the end of the
war he moved to the United States, where he remarried at an old age and had no children. Our
grandmother Mira Yocheved was in mail contact with him in the US.

15. Registration of residents of the Lodz ghetto. The Sochachevsky family in apartment 29.
The names listed as living in the apartment: Yitzchak Aharon, his wife Necha (Nechama)
Sheindla (Yaffa) born 3 January 1892 (married in 1914 according to Yad Vashem records), and
children Malka Tamara born 10 November 1913 (last seen in Aushwitz in 1944), Israel Ber
born on March 13, 1917 (last seen in Pozen in 1943), and Yechiel born on May 27, 1921 (see
below). Yechiel Ber, born April 17, 1879 was registered with his wife Rachela (Rachel) born
September 16, 1902, and children Max born 8 January 1928 and Israel born 12 January 1930.

We found another listing, it is not clear whether earlier or later, showing that in that apartment lived
only Yitzchak Aharon, his wife and the two youngest children. It is known that in the Lodz ghetto
only a few of the residents managed to escape, since there was no underground sewer system like in
Warsaw, and it was impossible to escape or hide there.
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In a search at Yad Vashem, a document file was discovered in Yad Vashem in the name of Yitzchak
Aharon, number TD259866. According to the file, his profession was fabrics dyeing. He was
transferred to the Lodz ghetto on 1/5/1940, and from there he was sent to Auschwitz on 22/8/1944.
On the day he arrived in Auschwitz, he probably underwent the infamous Dr. Mengele selection and
was apparently deemed capable of working. He was immediately sent to the Dachau camp. He
arrived on the night between August 31, 1944 and September 1, 1944, eight days in cattle cars
without food and water! In Dachau he was tattooed with the number 96353, and immediately
transferred to a camp called Kaufering/Lundberg (Kaufering camp18, a sub-camp of Dachau that
was located near the town of Landsberg, Germany). His son Yechiel, who received number 96354,
was in line just after him. Yechiel died on March 24, 1945, about a month before the liberation.
Yitzchak Aaron survived and was liberated on April 27, 1945. It is registered that he lived in
Stuttgart in several Displaced People (DP) camps and on 7/2/1947 boarded a ship named Ernie Pyle
to the USA.
The year of birth of the son in the Lodz Ghetto records is 27/5/1921, but the date of birth of Yechiel
who arrived in Dachau was listed as 27/5/1923, born in Lodz. It looks as if the two are the same
young son Yechiel, and that one of the dates is in error or registered purposefully different. It could
have been that for the travel in trains between the concentration camps there was a benefit for a
younger age.
The story of Yitzchak Aaron's trip to the US is interesting: After searching at Yad Vashem, we
contacted Brenda Socachevsky-Bacon, who we thought was Isaac's granddaughter, since on his ship
travel to the USA he was registered with a son by the name of Israel (Yad Vashem file number
TD252130), and this son later had a daughter by the name of Brenda. There was only one problem:
Yitzchak Aharon's son was Israel Ber, and the one with him on the ship was Moshe Israel, with
different dates of birth. We also saw in the files that Israel Ber died in 1943. Brenda solved the
problem: Moshe Israel's father was also named Yitzchak Aharon, and he was a cousin of Yitzchak
Aharon about whom we were searching information.
We were able to follow the family of the same Moshe Israel according to information from Brenda
Socachevsky-Bacon and records from Poland. It turns out that Moshe Israel's grandfather, Shlomo
Issachar Sochaczewski, is the younger brother of Moshe Shraga Fajwel, and is the son of Yitzchak
Aharon Sochaczewski and Tamara Esther Plato.
Indeed, in some records, Moshe Israel labels Yitzchak Aharon as an uncle. It seems that Yitzchak
Aharon adopted him as a son after all his children had died, and Moshe Israel was an orphan.
Adoption by relatives was common during and before the Holocaust, due to a short life expectancy.
Brenda related that after the liberation, her father was living with Yitzchak Aharon in Stutgart,
Germany. Yitzchak Aharon worked repairing luggage. A young woman arrived from Bergen Belsen
and left a suitcase for repair, which she needed for her trip to the United States, as she was
sponsored by her uncle. Moshe Israel was sitting in a side room, looked out and saw her, and it was
love at first sight. He asked Yitzchak Aharon when she would return to pick up the suitcase.
Yitzchak Aharon told him, and he decided to meet her at the train station. Thus Moshe Israel
married Eva Wiener (Yad Vashem file number TD238552), and Yitzchak Aharon was officiated at
the wedding. Eva's sister Sally married Moshe Appel. All five, Yitzchak Aharon, Eva, her sister and
their husbands received an immigration visa to the US sponsored by an uncle of Eva and her sister,
whose name was Isadore Haft. The uncle had to commit to the immigrants’ financial needs until
they were settled.
The continuation of the life of Moshe Israel's and his family is described in the history booklet of
the Socheczewski Moshe Israel family. It also describes there how we were able to connect the
family trees.
18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaufering_concentration_camp_complex
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16. From Left: Eva (Wiener), Moshe Israel, Yetzhak Aaron, Eva's brother-in-law - Moshe Apel,
Eva's sister – Tali Apel.
As for Yitzchak Aharon, we found that he had applied for and received residency in the United
States in 1950 and lived in Brooklyn, and that the spelling of his name had changed somewhat into
English, and that he had remarried with a widow who was about his age and they had no children.
He was communicating with our grandmother Mira Yocheved by mail but no letter survived. He
sent packages with chocolate, powdered milk and egg powder during the War of Independence of
Israel and the rationing period that followed to Grandma Yocheved, who in her last years lived with
her daughter Tamara Tchorek-Kraus. The packages also included Yiddish newspapers from New
York, apparently “Der Amerikaner” that the grandson Yossi Kraus was reading for her because at
her age it was hard for her to read. Brenda Socachevsky-Bacon said that Yetzhak's wife had a
building with eight apartments, and her parents and their children lived in a downstairs apartment
while Yitzhak Aron and his wife lived upstairs, so she knew him as a child.
In search of Yitzchak Aharon's name on the Internet, his residency certificate in the United States
was found and it was also found he died on June 28, 1953, 15 Tammuz 5713.
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17. Certificate of residency of Yitzchak Aharon (Green Card)
A search for the location of the grave of Yitzchak Aharon on the Internet revealed nothing. The New
York Department of Health, which holds records of every person who died in the city and his burial
place, refuses to give information to anyone who is not a direct descendant of that person. But we
found a list of all Jewish cemeteries in New York and New Jersey. After sending letters to dozens of
cemeteries (most of them old-fashioned in technology) and a few dozen negative answers, a
positive reply came from one of the cemeteries with information about the grave, and it turns out
that his second wife is buried next to him.

18. The graves of Yitzchak Aharon Sochachevsky and his second wife Bracha / Bertha.
The genealogy researcher, our relative Rabbi Naftali Aharon Vekstein, was very excited when he
saw the photograph of the gravestones, because the inscription on the tombstone of Yitzchak
Aharon confirms the connection of our family to the ADMO”Rs of Alexander. The gravestone also
describes the full name of the father of Yitzchak Aharon and our grandmother Yocheved Miriam Moshe Shraga Fajvel. The tombstones made of a very beautiful granite that is beautifully carved
and which will not be worn in thousands of years. We have discovered that the graves are in a plot
owned by a Jewish community in Brooklyn. In an attempt to find the descendants of the woman
Bracha / Bertha, we visited the community synagogue and spoke with the rabbi. When he saw the
name of Bertha Socachevsky, He was very excited. He said that when he came to the synagogue as
a young rabbi in the 1980s, a 90-year-old woman approached him and told him that he should know
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her so that he could speak over her grave. And in 1989 the woman died and he spoke at the funeral.
He have found the note he had prepared for the speech, which included the names of the Bracha /
Bertha daughters from her first marriage and the names of their husbands and family names (see
Appendix E).
In search of the New York City Library, we found that there were newspaper microfilms from the
period, and we searched about 20 newspapers. We found a notice of mourning stating that Yitzchak
Aharon was the deputy chairman of the Cosher Society in Brooklyn. After the Holocaust, he came
to New York apparently without knowing English at all, and apparently because he was an
important rabbi they gave him this role.

19. A notice of mourning for the death of Yitzchak Aharon Sochaczewski
in the "Der Tag" newspaper of June 29, 1953
A map and information about the location of the graves can be found in Appendix D at the end of
this booklet.
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Yehiel Ber – born 17 April 1897
In the same apartment in the Lodz Ghetto where Yitzchak Aharon and family are listed, No. 9
Hohenshteiner Street, Apartment 29, his brother Yechiel Ber was registered with his wife Rachela
(Rachel) born September 16, 1902, and children Max born 8 January 1928 and Israel born 12
January 1930 (see Figure 15). Yechiel Ber and his family perished. Yitzchak Aharon writes about A
Yechiel who perished with his family in Auschwitz, he probably meant this brother.

Yochanan Pinchas – Born 2 July 1900
There is no information about him.

Chana Zivia
According to Channale of Dafna, the daughter of Sarah Hinda Sochaczewski, the second youngest
child of the children of Moshe Shraga Fajvel and his wife Feiga was Channa. She married a man by
the surname Kubitz, and had three sons and three daughters. A marriage record was found of
Channa Zibia Suhchevsky to a man named Mendel Wolf Kodish [named after the Kaddish prayer]
in 1909 in Pultusk, so apparently Kubitz is a distortion by the memory of Channale of Dafna, or
Kubitz was in Polish and Kodish in Yiddish. In Isaac Aharon's writings, he tells of a sister named
Channa who married a man named Kovich. Their fate is not known.

Shejna
Probably another daughter. Perished in Auschwitz in 1944.

Leah
According to Channale of Dafna, there was also a daughter named Leah who was the youngest,
living in Warsaw, married a man named David and had a daughter named Deborah. According to
Isaac Aaron, there was a Leah sister who married a man named Bumsetaar. Their fate is not known.
During the study, a marriage record from Poltusk, dated August 28, 2016, number M27, was found.
Laja Sochaczewska, age 25, daughter of Moshe Fajvel and Faiga nee Gurman, married Hersz
Dawid Baumzecer, age 26, son of Efroim and Sara nee Gutbrant of Warsaw.

Zuzkind Shainferber
A brother in law of Yitzchak Aharon. Survived the holocaust and arrived in Tel Aviv. Lived at
Shada”l 7. Unknown who was his wife.

Note: Internet access is not yet available for most records from the early 20th century. We'll have to
wait and try to build a clearer family tree in a few years.
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Family ties built with the help of the research
Cohen Family
After finding the lost branch of the Sochaczewski family - the Cohen/Kon family, a meeting was
held in Tel Aviv in February 2018:

18. Meeting in Tel Aviv at the Laor family
From the bottom counterclockwise: Gil Mininenberg (with his back to the camera), Shula
Mininberg, Malka Shiner, Chava Oranim, Oded Anner, Shuli Ginat, Mira Dital, Herzel Shalem,
Tuvia Gelbard, Michal Gelbard and Herzel Laor. Ita Laor and Becky Anner are not seen in the
photograph.
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Pauline Rockman
In March 2019 Herzel Laor and Pauline Rockman met in Jerusalem. Pauline built most of the list of
the descendants of Chaim Sochaczwski, and Herzel added. Pauline came to visit Israel from her
place of residence in Australia.

19. Pauline and Herzel in Jerusalem
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Sivan family
In 2020, Haim Sivan sent a mail to the contact e-mail of the family website and wrote that he
originated from the Sochaczewski family. There have been several such contacts so far that have
ended in nothing, it is possible that several families who left Sochaczew chose their last name
Sochaczewski. There may be a family connection from the 17th-18th centuries or not. But there
have also been some successes from DNA testing. In any case, Chaim said that his father's name
was Israel Yosef Sochaczewski, and that his grandfather's name was Chaim, and that they came
from a town called Sokolow in Poland. The father, Israel Yosef, emigrated to Uruguay, also the
mother of Chaim emigrated to Uruguay, and Chaim was born there. Chaim immigrated to Israel
about 50 years ago.
From the data we obtained from Chaim, and data found in records from the town of Sokolov, we
built a family tree:

We obtained the photocopy of the birth registration of Chaim Gedal from Sokolov on the
JRI-Poland.org website:
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21. The birth record of Chaim Gedal Sukhevsky
It happened in the town of Sokołów on 9/21 November 1871 at 8 o'clock in the morning.
Appeared in person the Jew Majer Gersz [Hersz] Sochaczewski, a merchant, 52 years old,
living in the town of Sokołów, and –in the presence of the witnesses Icko Gerc [Gerz/Herz],
57 years old, and Srul Czapka, 45 years old, both synagogue sextons living in the town of
Sokołów— he presented to us a child of male sex stating that it was born in the town of
Sokołów on 1/13 November of the current year at 6 o'clock in the evening to his lawful wife
Lea née Felman, 27 years old. At the performence of the Jewish ceremony this child was
given the names Chaim Gdal. This act was read aloud to the declarant and witnesses and
then signed by us and the witnesses. The father cannot write [Russian].
[Witnesses signatures: יצחק הרש, Srul Czapka (Cyrillic)]
Clerk of the Civil registry [signature registrar > Stanisław Wojewal...?]

The translation shows that the name of the father is Meir Hersh Sochaczewski and the name of the
mother is Leah nee Felman. The record shows that the father is 52 years old and the mother is 27. It
is clear that the marriage is a second marriage. We searched the list of descendants of Chaim
Sochaczewski, and found on the last page a man named Meir Hersz, born in 1820! Good match, but
there may still have been two people with the same name born that year. Polish Jewry was great. We
continued our search, and found the death record of Meir Hersh:
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22. Record of the death of Meir Hersh
Sokołów, 18th December, 1884. Appeared Jankel Szmuklerjas?, age 54, and Boim Penchk?,
age 30, both merchants from Sokołów, and stated that yesterday in Sokołów at 4 o'clock in
the afternoon died Majer Gersz [Hersz] Sochaczewski, 64 years old, son of Moszko [Moshe]
and Ruchla, left behind a wife Leja and children Chaim- Gdal and Tauba [and] Chuma.

Here we see that the names of Meir Hersz's parents are Moshe and Rachel - fits exactly with the
names of the parents of that Meir Hersz from our list. The connection has been proven!
We have added the family branch of Chaim Sivan to the list of descendants of Chaim
Sochaczewski, and we are waiting for the plague to pass so we can meet.
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Meeting of new cousins
After we connected with the daughters of Moshe Israel Sochaczewski and with Chaim Sivan, there
was a meeting in Jerusalem on May 2021:

23. Newly connected cousins meeting. From left: Herzel Laor, Beki Anner,
Oded Anner, Chava Oranim, Chaim Sivan, Brenda Bakon, Rachel
Templeman, Herzel Ben-Yehoshua, Rachel Ben Yehoshua.

The following are appendices:
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Appendix A
Establishing the relationship of Moshe Shraga Fajvel Sochachevsky as the first son of
Yitzchak Aharon Sochachevsky
After we received the list of the descendants of Moshe Sochaczewski, we saw that our family was
not included. Since the city of Pultusk caught fire after the marriage of Moshe Shraga Fajvel
Sochaczewski and Fajga Gurman, the record of the marriage burned and the chain of documents
was broken. Those who gave us the list were not sure if Moshe Shraga Fajvel was indeed connected
to the list. We have come to the conclusion that Moshe Shraga Fajvel Sochaczewski is the first son
of Yitzchak Aaron Sochaczewski (recorded at birth "Moshe" only) for the following reasons:
1. In the listing of voters in the town of Pultusk (number 1164) in the 1907 elections to the Duma the Russian House of Representatives established under the auspices of the Czar, Moshe Shraga
Fajvel's father was registered as "Aharon".
2. The records of the births of Moshe Shraga Fjwel’s children listed his age, which corresponds to
the year of birth in 1853. In this year there is a birth registration of the first son of Yitzchak Aharon
Sochaczewski.
3. On the gravestone of the son Yizhak Aharon Sochaczewski it is written that he is descended from
the Tzaddikim [ADMO”Rs, literally “Righteous”] of Alexander, meaning a descendant of the
Danziger family.
4. The name Moshe Shraga Fjwel is a combination of two names: Shraga Fjwel [Danzyger] and
Moshe [Sochaczewski], both the great grandfathers of the first son of Yitzchak Aharon
Sochaczewski. It is known that at the time of the birth, in 1853, his grandfather, Yonatan
Sochaczewski, was alive, and it seems that the second grandfather, Yosef Flattow, was also alive
(known from records that he was alive in 1850).
5. Our family has a story about a grandfather who married the daughter of the ADMO”R, and when
she passed away he married her sister, a rare story that suits Yehonatan Sochaczewski who married
two daughters of the ADMO”R Shraga Fjwel Danzyger. According to Rabbi Naftali Vekstein, it
was common in the past that the term "grandfather" included "great grandfather" and that "Uncle"
included a distant uncle, etc.
6. A DNA test of Herzl Laor found a family connection to Richard Luzin, a descendant of the
Sochaczewski family, who has much information about the family. He corrected mistakes (double
records that were obviously wrong but that we did not know how to fix) in the list of descendants of
Moshe Sochaczewski and also connected his family to the list using records that he collected.
7. Our grandmother Yocheved always said that she had "Yechus," [descended from a famous
person] and therefore she married Herzel Tchorek, who was the best scholar of the Chasidim. Our
grandmother also said that she was the ADMO”R's cousin.
8. The son Yizhak Aharon was born in 1893. His name matches the name of his grandfather
Yitzchak Aharon, who died in 1889.
9. The first two names of the first daughters of Moshe Shraga Fjwel join to match the name of his
grandmother - Chaya Sarah - who died in 1848.
10. After much searches, the death record of Moshe Shraga Fjwel was found by JRI-Poland.org.
The entry states that he is the son of Yizhak Aharon and Tamara – see Figure 11. This record fully
confirm the connection of the family tree.
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Appendix B
Research on Shalom Baruch Sochachevsky
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The study was conducted by Rabbi Naftali Wakstein as part of his work as a history researcher of
Chasidism, and when he saw that we had a connection to the Sochaczewski family (before the
connection was clarified and detailed) Naftali "drew" this research, where he found that a scholar of
Lodz named Shalom Baruch was a son of Yetzchak Aaron son of Yehonathan Sochaczewski, who
was born in Piotrekow, was a teacher in Lodz, and passed away in1929. We added Shalom Baruch
Sochaczewski to the list of the descendants of Sochaczewski Chaim and to our family tree even
though he is not one of our direct ancestors.
We did not find a record of his birth or marriage in Poland, apparently he was "disappeared,"
meaning that he was not registered in the births book in order to avoid military service. As a
"disappeared" he could not register in his marriage, and he had to avoid any contact with the
authorities.
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Appendix C
Genealogy research of the Sochaczewski family
The booklet "Sochaczewski Chaim Descendants" presents a genealogy study of the Sochaczewski
family. Historical research was conducted mainly by birth and marriage records in Polish towns.
The research was done at the request of another branch of the Sochaczewski family, and as a result
of this, and apparently due to the move to the town of Pultusk (all of whose records before 1875
were lost), the research was interrupted with Moshe Shraga Fjwel Sochaczewski. The family history
of Moshe Shraga Fajvel Sochaczewski and onward were mainly recorded by Chanela of Dafna and
documents from the home town of Moshe Shraga Fjwel - Pultusk, written after 1875.
The following is a small part of the file "Sochaczewski Chaim Descendants" (which includes over
1900 people). Our forefathers are highlighted in yellow:
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Appendix D
The graves of Yitzchak Aharon Sochaczewski and his second wife
Cemetery Address:
Beth David Cemetery
300 Elmont Road, Elmont, NY 11003, USA
Tel: 516-328-1300
Office hours: 9-4 except Saturdays
To reach the grave from Manhattan you can take subway F to the last station - Jamaica, from there
take bus 6n to Elmont Street station, then walk right on Elmont Street until you see the cemetery on
the left. There are several cemeteries one after the other, you have to get to a place where you see a
large building. From here you move away from the road until you reach Roosevelt Street (this street
is actually a passage between the blocks of graves that you can also drive by car, the same thing in
the Avenues) and turn right and pass through the Machpela Avenue. Continue and a little before the
next avenue, Jericho, you can see on the left an entrance gate to an area that was once fenced:

1. Entry to the congrogation area - Young Israel of Flatbush
You can see below the community name. We go straight in and count ten rows and get to the graves
on the left.
If you arrive by car, you can drive right up to the entrance to the community area.
The synagogue where they were members was ultra-Orthodox. The community of the synagogue
now owns the land of the area:
Young Israel of Flatbush
yiflatbush.com
Avenue I, Number 1012, Brooklyn, NY 11230
718-377-4400
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The details of the graves:
Name SOCHACHEVSKY ISAAC Acct No 24271
Next of kin BERTHA 1045 E 15TH ST. BKLYN. N.Y.
Died at MT. SINAI HOSPITAL Age 60
Date of: Death 6/28/1953 Burial 6/29/1953
Location: Sec H Blk 1 Map 796
Grave 18#189
Society: YOUNG ISRAEL OF FLATBUSH
JERICHO AVE AND ROOSEVELT AVE
Owner Cent # Burial No 63796
Name SOCACHEVSKY BERTHA Acct No 24271
Next of kin DG/L. SCHERRIN-4865 208TH, BAYSIDE, NY 11364
Died at MAIMONIDES MED. CTR Age 94
Date of: Death 2/22/1989 Burial 2/23/1989
Location: Sec H Blk 1 Map 796
Grave 17#188
Society: YOUNG ISRAEL OF FLATBUSH
JERICHO AVE AND ROOSEVELT AVE
Owner Cent # Burial No 181739

2. The grave stones
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3. A map of the cemetery with the marking of the graves of Yitzchak Aharon and
Berta Sochachevsky in X
Elmont Street is seen on the extreme left, in a south-north direction (up-down).
Next to Elmont Street, the space that is marked OFFICE, is a relatively large building we refer to in
the explanation above.
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Appendix E
The Bracha family / Bertha Sochachevsky
The rabbi of the community gathered about 40 years of notes he prepared to give speeches at
funerals. It took him a while, but he found the note:

4. The note by the rabbi of the community that he spoke on the grave of Berta Sochachevsky
The daughters of Bracha / Berta and their husbands:
Lilian and Ken SHERRIN
Rose and Sol BALTER
Ray and Phil ROSEN
When she died, Brecht / Berta had 10 grandchildren and 21 great-grandchildren.
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